(Yitgadal) (rising) tuning chart

Open strings are diamonds, showing retuning. The open strings are all harmonics of low cello Gb (III string). Small numbers below open strings are the harmonics to which those open strings are tuned (in the simplest octave-equivalent way).

0, 2, 3, 4, 5 are the harmonics of the strings played in the piece. e.g cello IV2 is in a Db, III3 a Db an octave higher. There is no "first" harmonic (it is the open string).

All pitches are tuned to harmonics of low cello Gb. Eb (13th harmonic) is a quarter-tone sharp, C (11th harmonic) is one quarter-tone flat. Fb (7th harmonic) is about one sixth-tone flat. G-natural (17th harmonic is almost exactly as tempered. Note that on this chart, notes that are spelled the same will not necessarily have the same tuning.
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